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a b s t r a c t
An approach for managing the exchange of engineering product data between geographically distributed
designers and analysts using a heterogeneous tool set for the through-life design of a ship is described.
The approach was developed within a pan-European maritime project called VRShips-ROPAX 2000 that
demonstrated how information technology could be integrated into the design process. This paper
describes the development of a common model containing neutral ship product data through a bottom-
up consideration of the requirements of the tools to be integrated, as well as a top-down consideration of
the data requirements for through life design. This common model was supported within an Integrated
Design Environment (IDE) that co-ordinated design activity distributed across Europe. The IDE ensured
that the users were provided with the right data in the right form at the right time to do the right task,
i.e., that the design activity was timely and appropriate. The strengths and weaknesses of the approach
are highlighted.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
VRShips-ROPAX 2000 was a pan-European maritime project
funded under the ‘competitive and sustainable growth’ theme of
the 5th Framework in European Research. The main objective
of VRShips-ROPAX 2000 was to demonstrate how information
technology could be integrated into the through-life design
of a Roll-On Passenger (ROPAX) vessel. The project focused
upon integrating expertise dispersed throughout Europe within
an Integrated Design Environment (IDE) to support European
Maritime Industries to:
• Maintain and improve their position againstworldwide compe-
tition by improving their knowledge and technological skills.
• Combine competitiveness/profitability with safety and envi-
ronmental protection.
• Look at technology and innovation as the main way to survive
in the global international market.
The project was based on an industrial partnership of 36 different
groups within 34 different organisations from academic institutes,
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marine consultancies, marine research organisations, naval archi-
tects, ship builders and operators, port authorities, a standards
organisation and a classification society. Thus, the constituency
supported and represented the requirements of the Europeanmar-
itime spectrum. This through-life design incorporated traditional
design tools and expertise, alongside production and operations
simulation tools and expertise in order to provide a rapid evalu-
ation of a vessel’s performance through-life as a basis for directing
the design activity. Whilst the product data created in the design
stages is typically used in later stages of production, operation and
reuse, the through-life consideration within VRShips was solely
within the design stage. The approach developed for managing the
exchange of engineering product data was generic, with a specific
implementation with respect to the management of ship product
data. Since the emphasis was on developing an approach to pri-
marily solve industrial problems, the approach iswell-alignedwith
industrial practice and would offer an efficient means for applica-
tion to other engineering domains solving similar product life data
exchange problems.
Whilst the focus here is towards the development of the
approach to managing the exchange of engineering product
data within the IDE, it is worth briefly mentioning the context
in which it was to be applied. A number of demanding and
conflicting requirements were chosen to push the boundaries
of conventional ROPAX vessel design, with the resulting design
representing an innovative leap. The requirements for the design
0010-4485/$ – see front matter© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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were: 2000 passengers, 400 cabins, 1.5 km of vehicle lanes,
2000 nautical mile range, and 38 knot service speed. Individually,
these requirements do not represent a difficult design problem;
however the combination of passengers, cabins and vehicle lanes
(which would normally result with a conventional hull shape),
and the service speed (which would normally result with a
slender hull shape—typically seen within warships) presented a
situation where creativity and novelty within the design process
and the development of the IDE was needed in order satisfy all
requirements.
1.1. Integrate design environment overview
The IDE consisted of: tools and techniques to facilitate
integration; a common model database for the storage of ship-
product data; a ‘‘virtual’’ user interface to the IDE, the product
and the processes; a consistency manager for the propagation
of engineering change; a process controller for the co-ordination
of design processes, activities and resources; and a ‘‘simulation
engine’’ representing the integrated design and simulation tools.
The development of an approach for the exchange of engineer-
ing product datawithin the IDE represented a significant challenge.
The approach was required to support the through-life design of
the ROPAX vessel, starting for example with a very basic repre-
sentation of the hullform in the conceptual stages, progressing
towards a complete superstructure in the detail design stages to al-
low simulation of production and operation. The IDE was required
to provide support for all appropriate ship product data that would
allow through-life design. A heterogeneous set of design and sim-
ulation tools would require integration into the IDE to design the
ROPAX vessel, whichwould differ in: operating systems; program-
ming languages; data formats; and would either be commercial or
legacy developments. The IDE was required to support all design
and simulation tools and associate them with appropriate tasks
within the design process. The design of the ROPAX vessel would
involve expertise distributed across Europe (which may otherwise
be in competition), which would require the automated exchange
of ship product data across a virtual network to ensure that users
got the right data in the right form at the right time to do the
right task. Data consistency would require consideration in order
to ensure design changeswere correctly propagated across the dis-
tributed designers and analysts. These changes were propagated
internal to the project, as a result of the actions of the designers and
analysts within VRShips. As such, support for external considera-
tions such as changes made to requirements by the customer have
not been explicitly managed within the IDE, which is an area for
future consideration. Flexibility was required in order to develop
an IDE that addressed these challenges and was sufficiently acces-
sible to allow new design and analysis tools to be integrated into
the platform with the minimum of effort. Two of the underlying
technologies that provided this flexibility were Java (that provided
operating system independence) and XML (for communication of
information).
1.2. Product data management
Thedifficulty in developing an approach for exchangingproduct
data was highlighted by Shooter et al. [1] stating: ‘‘the seamless
capture, storage, and retrieval of design information is one of the
major challenges for the next generation of computer aided design
tools’’. Shooter et al. were investigating the semantics of design
information in order to formalise the exchange of this information
within the context of a collaborative design framework developed
at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
Bakis et al. [2] provided an insightful discussion of the chal-
lenges faced by distributed product data sharing environments.
Whilst the challengeswere considered from the context of the con-
struction industry, they are comparable to challenges within the
shipbuilding industry, with an equivalent need for an ‘‘integrated
design environment as a basic requirement’’. Bakis et al. charac-
terised the construction industry as having a fragmented nature
with adversarial behaviour, allowing parallels to be drawn with
other industries. Their discussion focused on the support of dis-
tributed product data sharing environments from three perspec-
tives: the conceptual level which concerns the development of
standard product data models; the physical level which concerns
the technology to enable the exchange of product data; and the
data management level; which concerns the maintenance of con-
sistency of data within a distributed integrated environment. One
of the interesting points that Bakis et al. highlight related to the
difficulties associated with efforts to standardise data models, of
which the Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP)
is probably the most significant.
The development of a data model and specification of a data
management architecture within the NEUTRABAS project for the
pre-commissioning stages of ship design was described by Welsh
et al. [3] andNowacki and FernandezGonzalez [4]. TheNEUTRABAS
data model was developed in parallel with the STEP protocols
and contributed to the creation of protocols specifically for the
shipbuilding industry. The pre-commissioning stages considered
within the data model covered marketing; conceptual design;
detailed design; drafting; materials ordering; production planning
and control; scheduling; and quality control. NEUTRABAS aimed
to be complete in the data coverage of these stages, whilst
acknowledging that in doing so would require the ‘‘generation
and management of vast quantities of complex, inter-related
product data’’. The anticipated benefits of managing the data in
a neutral, system independent manner were: reduced project
time-scales through the rigorous control of information flow;
more effective information management through a single, shared
information storage facility; rapid information dissemination
through a common shared information resource; avoidance of
data transcription through the use of an electronic format for the
data; and an improved supplier/client interface through the use of
equipment catalogues and specifications in an electronic format.
Welsh et al. propose that the model and architecture could be
validated through the integration of two design systems and one
production planning system which would test a small sub-set of
either the range of tools that could be integrated; the range of
design applications; or the appropriateness of the data model. The
decision to integrate a small number of applications was possibly
influenced by the belief that the definition and implementation of
a complete product data model would be an ‘‘onerous task, and
onewhichwould require the commitment of a vast amount of time
and effort’’ [3]. The philosophywithin VRShips-ROPAX 2000was to
choose technologies that would mitigate against the commitment
of vast amounts of time and effort.
The challenges faced by extended enterprises when managing
engineering product data are discussed by Liu and Xu [5] in a
review of web-based Product Data Management (PDM) solutions.
PDM was described by Liu and Xu as a means of ensuring that
the ‘‘right information is available to the right person at the
right time and in the right form throughout the enterprise’’. The
benefits of using web-based PDM over conventional systems were
defined as being: better user-friendliness; greater accessibility
and applicability; more effective linking to the supply chain; and
easier formation between geographically diverse organisations.
Whilst Liu and Xu described PDM solutions as getting information
in ‘‘the right form’’, the range of CAD systems interfaced with
the PDM systems reviewed was relatively small, suggesting that
the interoperability was already existing. The definition of this
interoperability was a challenge for the VRShips project, requiring
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careful consideration of the right form, as well as of the right
exchange mechanism.Whilst the benefits of PDM discussed by Liu
and Xu would be leveraged within VRShips, the solution would
require product data standardisation, integration and exchange as
well as management.
Szykman et al. [6] considered the exchange of product informa-
tion within distributed product development environments from
the viewpoint of interoperability. The issue of proprietary data
representations of commercial tool providers possessing a com-
mercial advantage was regarded by Szykman et al. as one of the
reasons why interoperability is a problem. For interoperability to
be successful, it should be accessible and ideally delivered to the
requirements of all the tools that need to exchange engineering
product data. Szykman et al. indicated the level of savings to be
made through the use of standardised product data models, but
normalises these benefits by illustrating that they were resulting
from what was initially poor interoperability. It nevertheless sug-
gests that there are significant benefits to be had from manag-
ing the exchange of engineering product data. Whilst it is clear
how ubiquitous data types such as geometry representations have
been standardised through technologies such as the Initial Graph-
ics Exchange Specification (IGES) [7] and STEP AP203 [8], what is
not clear is how domain-specific data types such as wave spec-
trum, passenger demographics, or production facilities would be
standardised or what benefit would be gained from standardisa-
tion. Szykman et al. considered an ideal next generation system as
one that should support collaboration using a heterogeneous set of
software tools, exchanging information meaningfully without the
reliance on amonolithic system, and allowing tailoring andmigra-
tion of tool sets. This concept of an ideal next generation system
mirrors some of the objectives of the VRShips-ROPAX 2000 project,
whilst the approach developed to manage the exchange of (ship)
product data models within the IDE achieved the aims of Szykman
et al.
Gischner et al. described the work conducted within the
Evolution of STEP (ESTEP) project that aimed to validate product
model standards within the shipbuilding industry and built
on the work of the MariSTEP consortium [9]. The importance
and relevance of STEP to the shipbuilding community was
highlighted by the authors in that it provides support to ‘‘maximise
communication between processes, maintain quality, minimise
time, and eliminate redundancies’’ and provides capability to
efficiently transfer product data between shipyards, design agents
and regulatory agencies. One of the challenges discussed related to
the options to either adapt an existing and industrially supported
Application Protocol (AP) for Plant Spatial Configuration (AP227)
or continue developing AP217 for Shipbuilding Piping. The authors
detail the process and technical considerations that resulted with
the adoption of AP227 with the inclusion of two additional
Conformance Classes allowing CAD tool vendors to provide specific
support within AP227 to Shipbuilding Requirements and Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC). The Conformance Classes
represent a subset of an AP which defines the types, entities, rules
and functions that are required for translation implementation. In
AP218 eight Conformance Classes detail implementation options
for: preliminary design for ship structures and approval (Class 1);
detailed design (Classes 2 and 3); product manufacturing (Classes
4–7); and approval data for the structural parts (Class 8). Two
approaches were considered within the ESTEP project for the
implementation of AP216 and AP218: the selection of the elements
within specific Conformance Classes of a subset of an AP; or the use
of the entire APwith the sub-setting of ConformanceClasseswithin
the translators. The strengths and weaknesses of each approach
were considered before it was agreed to implement the entire AP.
Gielingh provides a critical assessment of product data
technologies that highlights the reasons for the low levels of
industrial uptake of STEP [10] with the aim of identifying the
problems that Product Data Technology (PDT) solutions would
need to address. The need for effective data exchange for
though-life design between heterogeneous Computer-Aided (CA)
applications is highlighted, with PDT standards (of which STEP
is one) being identified as the way in which it can be realised.
Gielingh discusses the business, legal and industrial reasons
why STEP has not had a significant impact across the range of
industries for which it was developed to support, with usage
‘‘limited to the exchange of geometric and configuration data
within the aerospace and automotive industries’’. The business
reasons were succinctly stated by Gielingh as: ‘‘it is unattractive
to invest in solutions that make products of competitors more
attractive’’. Gielingh uses three examples to illustrate performance
problems related to the use of STEP ranging from: a serious loss
of design intent through the STEP translation across different CA-
applications; significant differences between files through STEP
translation using the same CA-application; and, the requirement
of ‘‘best-practices’’ by the users of CA-applications in order to
minimise data exchange errors. The intersection of the scopes
of the data schemas for two CA-applications is graphically
illustrated by Gielingh to indicate the extent to which data may
be exchanged between the applications. When the scope of the
PDT standard is included (as the neutral exchange mechanism),
the intersection is reduced further, suggesting that the standard
increases information loss. Gielingh suggests that this information
loss may only be minimised when the CA-applications and PDT
standard have the same scope and the same view on a Domain
of Discourse. Given the diverse range of CA-applications to be
integrated, it is concluded that current PDT standards are not
able to support the free exchange of data. This assessment by
Gielingh highlights the challenges that are faced in exchanging
engineering product data using a standardised common neutral
format between heterogeneous tools.
The use of STEP formanaging engineering changewas discussed
by Peng and Trappey [8]. Engineering change was managed within
an Engineering Data Management (EDM) system to facilitate
through-life design activities through the support provided
by STEP. Peng and Trappey state that four key technologies
are required to establish EDM: a multi-database concept to
form a through-life data repository; an international product
representation and exchange standard; a client/server architecture
to support information communication; and a user-friendly
interface. STEP comes in a number of parts of which five represent
APs that are specific to the shipbuilding industry: AP215 ship
arrangements; AP216 ship moulded forms; AP217 ship piping;
AP218 ship structures; and AP226 ship mechanical systems.
Other general APs may be applied to shipbuilding such as AP227
plant spatial configuration. Whitfield et al. [11] review the use
of ship STEP APs and other product modelling techniques, and
whilst identifying that these technologies go a long way towards
achieving the requirements for representing a ship product model,
they would still require augmentation with specific data types not
supported by the standard. In a review of key developments over
five decades of computer-aided ship design, Nowacki discusses the
benefits and limitations of the use of the ship STEP APs [12].Whilst
the limited implementation within the shipbuilding industry
is reiterated by Nowacki, research reported within the ICCAS
conferences [13–18] has illustrated how STEP has successfully
resulted with an improvement in experience, perspectives and
integration within respect to PDT. The limitations of the use
of STEP that Nowacki identifies relate to: high implementation
effort, limited vendor support; de-emphasis of process models;
weakness in semantic rigor; interoperability only achievable
between functionally equivalent systems; and, the time needed for
education and training.
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1.3. Product lifecycle knowledge management
Rosén described the development of a Service-Oriented Archi-
tecturewithin the VIVACE project to integrate commercial Product
LifecycleManagement (PLM) tools using the ISO standard for Prod-
uct Lifecycle Support [19]. For distributed organisations, Rosén
highlighted the importance of the use of PLM to maintain compet-
itive advantage by: owning their own business processes; having
their own local master PLM information base; and, using the com-
puter systems most suited for the company. Whilst having a lo-
cal PLM system is clearly important, in order to collaborate there
needs to be an overarching PLM system that controls the shared
information. Rosén discussed the use of the STEP standard as the
basis for the ‘‘core information model’’ of the PLMweb service and
considers various STEP APs as being the means on which to facili-
tate the exchange of engineering product data.
Rachuri et al. identified a typology of standards relevant
to PLM and illustrated the use of PLM standards in a large
organisation [20]. The need for PLM is again in response to the
emergence of ‘‘the networked firm and the networked economy’’,
with well-defined information exchange processes being critical
to the success of these networked organisations. The typology
identified consisted of standards relating to: implementation
languages (e.g. C + +, Java); information modelling (EXPRESS,
UML); content—domains of discourse which was further broken
down into product information modelling, information exchange,
product visualisation, and security; and architectural framework
standards. Rachuri et al. illustrate that there is no single or
combination of standards that provide support across the life
phases from ideation to disposal for products, processes and
enterprise services. In addition the case study was conducted
within the US Army and indicated that ‘‘the incompatibilities
and gaps that exist among current standards arise at different
typology levels of data exchange’’. Finally Rachuri et al. propose
that harmonisation of the PLM standards would best be achieved
using open standards and open source models.
1.4. Structure of paper
The research reviewed here illustrates the magnitude of the
challenge for exchanging ship product data within an IDE for
the Product Lifecycle Management and collaborative through-life
design of a complex product. Solutions to parts of the challenge
are available in the form of PDM and PLM systems and the ship
STEP APs, however a complete solution was not available when
the VRShips IDE was developed. Section 2 describes the approach
to product data management and an overview of the VRShips
IDE. Section 3 describes the development of the common model
in terms of the selection and structuring of the data required
to support the through life design of a ROPAX vessel. Section 4
describes the approach for managing the exchange of ship product
data, and Section 5 provides a demonstration of how the IDE was
used to co-ordinate the through-life design activity across Europe.
2. Product data management approach
The conceptual focus of the product data management ap-
proach within the VRShips IDE was to develop a common model
of the ship systems and the external environment. It was initially
considered that the common model would for example include
product data relating to the hullform, prime-mover, propulsion
and power generation systems, whereas the external environment
could include data relating to shipyards, operating conditions and
routes, sea-state and port facilities. The philosophy for the devel-
opment of the common model was one of minimising repetition
between different data sources. If for example each of the design
tools integrated within the IDE required their own type of geome-
try data (e.g. hullform), the common model would be constructed
to contain the appropriate amount of hullform data required to al-
low product data exchange between the integrated tools whilst
supporting the through-life design and simulation of the ROPAX.
The actual product data that would be contained within the com-
mon model would therefore be dependent upon the requirements
of the through-life design process and the integrated tools.
Catley [13] stated that a modern commercial vessel may be
expected to have an associated product datamodel of between two
and ten gigabytes in size depending upon its complexity. The data
model that Catley had in mind when determining this volume of
datawas based upon the ship STEP APswhich provided support for
the representation and transfer of data between ship design and
analysis tools using the data modelling language EXPRESS (STEP
part 11). The ‘‘vast quantities of complex, inter-related product
data’’ as discussed byWelsh et al. [3] supports the challenges stated
by Catley. The aim of the VRShips approach was to attempt to
significantly reduce the amount of data that would be required
to be exchanged to support the through-life design process. The
data that was not encapsulated within the common model would
therefore remain within the individual integrated tools’ local data
models.
The ship design and analysis tools to be integrated (whether
commercial or legacy) came with their own product data models
(typically file-based) that had been developed with considerable
effort in some cases. These tools were to be integrated into the
VRShips IDE and were geographically dispersed on the basis of the
physical location of the tool provider. The individual data models
generally represented a subset of the complete product datamodel
mentioned by Catley.
The intention was also to use the common model as a basis for
containing the project data that would be used to co-ordinate the
through-life design of the ship. This project datawould for example
represent process, task and resource capability relationships and
product model dependency and consistency status information;
representing the link between the product and the process. In
addition to containing structural data for example, the product
model data could also represent environmental and operational
data. It is clear that the contents of the common model would
expand due to the creation of product data within the initial and
detailed design stages, aswell as simulationwithinmanufacturing,
operational and disposal stages. In addition the common model
was expected to expand in size as processes are created to design
and simulate the shipwith respect tomanufacturing and operation
for example.
The objectives when developing the approach to manage the
exchange of engineering product data were to:
• Define the specifications for the ship product and external
environment based models. Whilst the specification should
represent the minimum amount of data, it was expected to
include for example: geometry (general arrangement, detailed
arrangement, required pipelines), systems, specifications, and
materials. The specification for the commonmodel should cover
the total lifecycle of the vessel, from initial design to disposal.
• Develop techniques to model the linkages and connections
between systems and system components required in different
types of analysis and simulation. Fig. 1 illustrates one possibility
to utilise this kind of feature to conduct a safety analysis.
• Develop a neutral and flexible technique to exchange the
commonmodel data so that it can be createdwithin design tools
and used within simulation and real-time rendering tools.
The aim when defining the data specifications and schemas for
the common model was to consider the functional requirements
of the life-phase process models as well as the requirements of
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Fig. 1. Example of using product model in safety analyses.
the integrated tools in order to ensure that the common model
supports the design requirements of the user, as well as facilitating
data transfer within simulation and real-time rendering programs
developed within the virtual interaction component for example.
The scope of the whole lifecycle of the vessel should be provided,
from initial design to disposal; hence the data contained within it
should be applicable across life-phases.
In order to co-ordinate the through-life design and simulation it
was necessary to identify, evaluate and specify the commercial and
legacy tools available within the VRShips project partners (captur-
ing the critical technologies) for main hull, general arrangement,
propulsion plant, subsystems, operating environment, operations,
supply chain, production, reuse and recycling of a ship system,with
a focus towards supporting a through life performance assessment,
ranging from concept development to performance trials and op-
erational scenarios.
The ship design and simulation tools were augmented with
loosely-coupled ‘‘wrapping’’ in order to communicate effectively
with the rest of the VRShips IDE. The choice of a loosely-
coupled integration approach was justified from the requirement
of reconfiguration, for the application to different ship design
projects run by different geographically distributed user groups,
integrating different ship design and simulation tools. One of the
aims of the IDE would be to achieve the agility and ‘‘flexible
interoperability among systems that are disparate in technology,
location, performance and availability’’ as defined by Kaye [21].
Whilst Bakis et al. suggest that CORBA may be inappropriate for
integrating the types of systems that generate large data volumes;
it has nevertheless been successful in integrating applications
that require a frequent exchange of smaller volumes of data, a
good overview of which is provided by Vinoski [22]. Computer
tools are wrapped using an Interface Definition Language (IDL)
within CORBA, which is responsible for communicating and
sharing ‘‘Common Objects’’ with other design or simulation tools.
These Common Objects could represent the hullform of a ship,
which when modifying the bulbous bow for example, would
result with the synchronous communication of the parameters
corresponding to the change to other design or simulation
tools. Communicating engineering information in this way could
support multiple designers undertaking their development work
on the same aspect of the design artefact simultaneously. Whilst
network bandwidths are continuously increasing and removing
the constraints of synchronous communication of large volumes
of data, the adoption of CORBA and other object communication
protocols has been limited due to the steep learning curves
associated with the use of the various IDLs, the complexity in
wrapping the tools themselves [23] and the requirement for
a detailed understanding of the source code of the tool to be
integrated which is not always readily available for commercial
tools.
The tools themselves reflect critical ship technologies that have
been developed with their own languages, hardware, interfaces,
etc., that needed to be integrated into the VRShips IDE. To achieve
this, the wrapping provides the communication with other IDE
elements discussed within Section 2.1 and with other design and
simulation tools via the common model.
The objectives when developing the loosely-coupled approach
to design and simulation tool integration were to:
• Specify the interfaces between the tools and the IDE.
• Develop and implement the necessary interfaces within a
generic approach to wrapping.
• Develop the necessary infrastructure to allow for visualisation
of performance of the subsystems within the ship as well as of
the ship-environment interaction.
• To implement the developed system in designing the ROPAX
concept.
2.1. Integrated design environment overview
The VRShips-ROPAX 2000 project aimed to demonstrate how
information technology could be applied to co-ordinate the
distributed through-life design and simulation of a novel ROPAX
vessel. The co-ordination required to achieve this centred on four
elements of the VRShips IDE: a process controller; a consistency
management tool; a generic tool wrapper; and a common model
database; see Fig. 2. The VRShips IDE allowed ship designers
and analysts to integrate their design and simulation tools, and
generally undertake their normal design work, sharing their data
via the common model whilst being distributed across Europe.
This section briefly describes each of these four elements from the
viewpoint of managing the exchange of engineering product data.
An additional consideration from the viewpoint of co-ordinating
designers and analysts distributed across Europe was Concurrent
Engineering. The through-life design and simulation of a ROPAX
vessel consists of many inter-related tasks, some of which are con-
figuredwithin the design processes in parallel. If the resources and
engineering data are available, these tasks may be enacted concur-
rently and was a function that was supported within the process
controller of the IDE. Co-ordination is of course required in order
to avoid the modification of the same data by multiple designers
simultaneously which is particularly prevalent when multiple de-
signers are working on parallel activities. This co-ordination builds
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Fig. 2. VRShips IDE architecture.
uponprevious research byDuffy et al. [24],Whitfield et al. [25], and
Coates et al. [26] that demonstrated the principles and technology
that would form the basis within the IDE for co-ordinating Concur-
rent Engineering.
The architecture of the VRShips IDE is illustrated in Fig. 2
and was designed to support the distributed through life design
of a ROPAX vessel, co-ordinating the actions of designers and
analysts with respect to: early design; initial design; basic design;
detail design; production; operations, reuse, and recycling. The
commonmodel is a centralised database that provides a consistent
representation of the data defining the ship systems (ship product
model) and external environment (sea state, routes, port facilities),
and holds the minimal (and common) geometry and information
required by each of the integrated design and simulation tools. The
common model allows distributed access and modification of the
engineering product data through interaction with a user interface
that allows the user to control the IDE. The user interface provides
functionality to enable: multiple user management; configuration
and use of design and simulation tools; access to the common
model; visualisation of common model contents; querying of
data consistency status; and enactment of through-life design
processes.
The generic wrapper provides the mechanism to integrate
design and simulation tools into the VRShips IDE. The integration is
loosely coupled and provided at a data level through the inclusion
of modular input and output data convertors.
The design and simulation tools integrated into the IDE
commonly have their own local data model, represented either
as local files or databases that the tools access when operating.
Changing the data within one tool’s local model may havemultiple
implications or effects on other tools’ models. For example a
designer located in Sweden couldmodify the general arrangement
of a deck using AutoCAD, storing the output as a DXF file on their
machine,which could influence an evacuation analysis undertaken
by an analyst in the UK. The consistency manager provides
support tomaintain the consistency between these variousmodels
through the management of change propagation and conflict
resolution betweenmultiple users. To achieve this, the consistency
manager co-ordinates: the dynamic modification of common and
local model data; the variation in information requirements,
the mapping of the dependencies and relationships between
data within the common model; and consistency management
and conflict resolution. The management of both local and
common data within Fig. 2 is analogous with the ideal model for
interoperability proposed by Szykman et al. [6].
The process controller is a planning and enactment environ-
ment for the co-ordination of tasks within life-phase process mod-
els. This process controller is used to: define an initial sequence of
tasks; determine an optimum process schedule; manage the en-
actment of the tools within the VRShips IDE, and manage the pro-
cesses under real-time conditions. Since the main objective of the
process controller was to manage and co-ordinate distributed ac-
tivities within the IDE, there is also a requirement that the process
controller manages the resources that are capable of performing
the activities, as well as co-ordinating when and why they should
be undertaken.
2.2. Co-ordinated product data management
The management of the exchange of ship product model data
within the VRShips IDE was achieved through the interaction
between the commonmodel and the other IDE elements illustrated
within Fig. 3 as follows:
• The user interface providing the designer with functionality
to query the contents of the common model as well as for
extraction and interaction visualisation. The user interface
allowed modules to be plugged in for the rendering of different
types of data.
• The consistency manager for the automated creation of data
dependency networks; management of data consistency;
change propagation, and locking of data when in use.
• The process controller to configure the creation of triggers to co-
ordinate change propagation.
• The generic wrapper to configure the data that is used as input
and output for a design or simulation tool, and lock, download
and upload the data when the tool is in use.
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Fig. 3. Common model relationships.
2.2.1. Common model—user interface relationship
The VRShips user interface allows the designer to select data
contained within the common model and render it according to
the type of data that it represents. The common model data was
stored within an open-source native XML database called dbXML,
which provided a hierarchical structure for the storage of XML
documents in collections which are synonymous within folders on
a file system. The database conformed to the XML:DB Application
Programming Interface (API) which defines a common access
mechanism to all XMLdatabases. Part of this conformance provides
functions to manipulate the database in terms of: querying
the contents using XPath (XML Path Language) queries [27];
modifying the contents using XUpdate (XML Update Language)
queries; manipulation of collections; and thewrapping of multiple
manipulations using transactions. Most of the interaction with the
database was achieved via querying and modifying the contents.
The user interface displayed the common model data within a
tree to facilitate navigation, and allow the user to select specific
data elements, such as the ship’s superstructure for visualisation.
To display the tree, the commonmodel responded to XPath queries
from the user interface to provide information regarding the
contents of the common model. The user interface was designed
with a modular plug-in format to allow different renderers to
be configured and installed for the different types of data within
the common model. This was demonstrated with a renderer that
allowed the three dimensional visualisation of the hullform of the
ROPAX vessel.
The interaction with commonmodel data via the user interface
was limited to visualisation, translation and rotation, preventing
the designer from directlymodifying the commonmodel contents.
The data could only bemodified through the operation of one of the
design or simulation tools in response to a request from the process
controller, i.e. in a co-ordinated manner.
2.2.2. Common model—consistency manager relationship
The consistency manager communicates with the common
model, querying the structure to automatically create a data
dependencymap illustrating the connectivity between datawithin
the common model. Two principal types of connectivity are
managed by the consistency manager: connectivity within a
branch in the hierarchy; and connectivity across branches in the
hierarchy. These connections within the consistency manager can
either be uni-directional or bi-directional and allows for inverse
relationships. The two types of connectivity supported by the
consistency manager are illustrated within Fig. 4, which shows
a partially developed dependency network using the hierarchical
relationships between the common model data detailed within
Section 3.
The connectivity within a branch is derived by the consistency
manager by querying the contents of the common model. An
example of connectivity within a branchwould be the relationship
between a door, a compartment, and a deck. This type of
connectivity is required since if the dimensions of the door
were modified, it could potentially invalidate previous simulation
activity of the evacuation using the deck data of the ship. The
consistency manager therefore requires the connectivity within a
branch to propagate change.
The connectivity across brancheswithin the commonmodel hi-
erarchy is automatically created within the consistency manager
through interaction during configuration with the generic wrap-
per. The generic wrapper passes information relating to the com-
mon model data that has been configured as input and output to
the consistency manager in order for example that connectivity
could be created between the compartmentation branch and the
evacuation branch when conducting a safety analysis. If a designer
were to modify the compartmentation, the consistency manager
would automatically propagate the change to indicate that the
evacuation and other dependent data is inconsistent. The consis-
tency manager dependency networks and their state are stored
within the common model.
2.2.3. Common model—process controller relationships
The process controller can trigger process enactment on the
basis of changes made to the common model data. This trigger
mechanism uses information created by the consistency manager
from a design change, resulting with the selection and enactment
of an appropriate process (or processes) in order to propagate
the change and make the common model consistent. The process
controller stores the process models and their state within the
common model.
2.2.4. Common model—generic wrapper relationships
The generic wrapper consists of two elements: a configuration
element allowing the designer to select the common model
data that will be used as input and output, select any required
data conversion algorithms, and select the design or simulation
tools to be integrated; and an enactment element that manages
communication with the common model, and executes the
conversion algorithms and integrated tools. The common model
provides content information to the generic wrapper during the
configuration stage allowing the designer to select the data items
that will be downloaded from the common model to be used as
inputs (and possibly converted) by the conversion algorithms to
the design or simulation tools. The information is also used to
determine the content within the common model that the generic
wrapper will modify.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of consistency management connectivity types.
During enactment, the generic wrapper constructs an XPath
request for the input data, downloading, converting, and providing
it to the integrated tool in a file-based format. Once the
integrated tool and output conversion algorithms have executed,
the generic wrapper constructs an XUpdate request transferring
the converted data to the appropriate location within the common
model structure. Further details of the development of the
common model structure are discussed within Section 3, whilst
the implemented approach for exchanging engineering data is
discussed within Section 4.
2.3. Common model database
The common model is a repository for the data that is used by
the integrated design and simulation tools as well as for storage
of project specific data from the consistency manager and process
controller. A consideration of the possible approaches tomanaging
ship product data wasmade byWhitfield et al. [11] that concluded
that the STEP APs that were specific to ship design would provide
the structure and language for the ship product data. Problems
arise when the standard is not adhered to, with ‘‘flavours’’ of the
APs being produced in order to meet the specific requirements
of the commercial and legacy tools to be integrated. In addition,
rather than using the STEP modelling language EXPRESS, it was
decided that the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) would be
used as the language upon which to base the storage of all data
within the VRShips IDE, in the belief that it presented fewer
technical challenges than EXPRESS due to its implicit extensible
nature, and the increasing support and ubiquity within the IT
industry. The use of XML does not however preclude its use for
the representation of STEP data as demonstrated by Rando [28]
and Gischner [9]. Whilst Rando acknowledges the weaknesses
of using XML such as: the files not being specifically designed
with compactness in mind; the lack of binary representations;
and the use of tags, the reasons for Rando’s adoption of XML are
similar to those expressed here: the general support for parsing,
querying, transformation, validation, and presentation tools across
all aspects of the IT industry. The main focus when developing
the common model was not on the construction and definition of
the underlying database, but on the definition of the data that the
database would contain.
The database allowed arbitrary documents to be mixed inside
the same collection due to the collections not using a predefined
schema or Document Type Definition (DTD). Documents were also
not required to have associated schemas or DTD’s although the
database’s parser would validate the document against it if one
was defined, as well as support the mapping to an object schema
permitting the creation of Java or other objects directly from the
database.
3. Common model development
The development of the data to be contained within the com-
mon model was managed from a top–down (process perspective),
and a bottom–up (tool perspective) approach which forms the ba-
sis for the discussion here. The aim was to examine the flow of de-
sign information and characterise it in order to ensure that it can
be delivered to the integrated tools in an appropriate form.
The bottom–up approach considered the data requirements
of the design and simulation tools to be integrated. Partners
that had design and simulation tools completed a questionnaire
that gathered information relating to tool name, description,
function, input and output data and format, and any existing
tool dependencies. An example of the types of results that were
obtained for some of the tools to be integrated can be seen within
Table 1. The input and output coding (O3—Deck contours) is used
later within Fig. 5.
Inspection of the input and output data contained within
Table 1 indicates that there are two main types of design data
that are used as either input or output: General Arrangement (GA)
topology data, and hullform data, both of which are geometrical.
The only simulation data within Table 1 relates to the performance
of the vessel with respect to evacuation.
Table 1 illustrates that data dependencies exist between the
tools to be integrated. An example of this would be in the use
of AVPRO (a ship structure design tool developed by Principia)
to create the preliminary hullform which could then be used
by TRIBON (a family of marine design and production tools
developed by AVEVA) to create a structural definition as well as
the more detailed hullform. In a small number of cases the tools
were able to directly import the output of other tools, however
the majority of cases had inconsistent data formats. It is also
important to recognise that in some cases these dependenciesmay
have been pre-existing, however in many cases the dependencies
were created within the VRShips-ROPAX 2000 project. These
dependencies allowed the tools to be conceptually linked together
as seenwithin Fig. 5 illustrating for the sample tools within Table 1
how the output from one tool may be used as the input to another.
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Table 1
Data details for sample design and simulation tools.
Tool Function Inputs Outputs
AVPRO Ship hull and internal structure early design N/A O3—Deck contours (polylines)
O7—Preliminary hullform (polylines)
O8—General particulars
TRIBON Ship design I5—Preliminary hullform (polylines) O6—Structural definition of bulkheads




EVE GA topology region editor I2—GA topology of decks (polylines) O2—GA topology of decks (polylines)
I4—GA topology of muster stations (polylines) O4—GA topology of muster stations (polylines)
I7—Compartmentation of decks (polylines) O5—Compartmentation of decks (polylines)
I8—Structural definition of bulkheads
EVI Evacuation process analysis and
visualisation
I1—GA topology of decks (polylines) O1—Evacuation time, evacuation route
I3—GA topology of muster stations (polylines)
I6—Compartmentation of decks (polylines)
SDL surface
fairing
Hullform surface fairing (smoothing) I10—Roughly-faired hullform (NURBS) O10—Faired hullform (NURBS)
Fig. 5. Tool and data interaction map.
More importantly, these dependencies indicated the data that
would form the basis for the development of the common model.
Table 1 and Fig. 5 suggest that the same geometrical element,
for example the hullform of the ship may be represented within
a number of different forms, i.e. as polyline output from AVPRO,
as well as NURBS output from TRIBON. In addition Fig. 5 suggests
that some of these forms may be refined, for example the fairing
(or smoothing) of the NURBS representation of the hullform using
SDL Surface Fairing.
Fromaprocess perspective, the AVPRO tool provided amapping
to one of the early design tasks of determining the main
dimensions and characteristics (general particulars) of the ship,
which many of the following tools would use as the basis of input.
In addition, the NURBS format of the hullform provided the detail
that would be necessary to perform many of the performance
calculations relating to seakeeping for example. The challenge
therefore was to consider which of the formats would form the
basis for each of the data elements to be contained within the
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common model whilst both managing an appropriate amount of
data andmaximising functionality. It was important to ensure that
the structure and format of the data was not restrictive, allowing
newdesign tools to be integratedwhen they came available aswell
as allowing the IDE to be used for the design of a range of different
ship types.
The structure of the main data elements can be seen within
Fig. 6. Whilst the structure appears to be hierarchical, it is
important to note that it reflects the structure of the underlying
XML schema for the common model. When the common
model is populated with data from the integrated tools, many
interrelationships are created between branches of the hierarchy
for example between the geometrical definition of a deck and
associated cabins and the compartmental definition of a deck.
When populated, the common model was more representative of
a network structure than a hierarchical structure. Two additional
challenges were addressed when developing the common model:
naming conventions and co-ordinate conventions. The names for
the elements within Fig. 6 were agreed upon as part of the
top–down and bottom–up development team. One of the aims of
the development team was to avoid ambiguity in the terms used
and always be explicit, a good example of which relates to the
use of the term length, which could be interpreted with respect
to a ship as length between perpendiculars, length overall, or
length at the waterline amongst others. The common model made
provision for explicit definitions of parameters to avoid ambiguity.
The agreed co-ordinate conventionwas for the x-axis to be positive
from the aft-forward (forward pointing), and the z-axis positive
from the keel-upwards.
The development of the XML-schema for the common model
was facilitated with the use of the XMLSpy tool which pro-
vided support within VRShips for modelling, editing, and de-
bugging/validation of the common model. The tool provided a
number of different graphical views of the commonmodel schema
that aided communication and streamlining the development of
the common model structure and scope amongst those organi-
sations involved. The output from XMLSpy was the schema and
empty XML document that were subsequently inserted into the
XML database.
Providing different formats forwhat essentially is the samedata
element clearly increases the repetition of data. This repetition of
data within different formats may be regarded as a shortcoming
of the model, however as Szykman et al. [6] stated: ‘‘realistically,
it is not likely that all CAD/CAM/CAE vendors will agree on
a common product information representation’’. The lack of
agreement between vendors in this case ismost likely as a result of
the differing through-life requirements of the tools with respect to
data complexity, andhighlights the need to accommodate different
data representations when supporting through-life design. In
addition, since the design process starts with early and initial
design and progresses towards detailed design, it is fair to assume
that the data representations would be required to follow a similar
progression. The structure is not completely expandedwithin Fig. 6
due to the large number of different element types.
Fig. 7 provides an example of a higher level of detail for the
Geometry – General Arrangement – Deck element to indicate
the primitive data types that are used in this instance to define
the geometry of the decks. Similar primitive elements are used
to represent other geometrical aspects such as surface patches
to represent the Hull Surface of the Hullform also within the
Geometry element of Fig. 6.
A large proportion of the data contained within the common
model would be geometrical and to support transfer between
the tools to be integrated three main formats were supported:
polylines; B-splines, and NURBS. For surface features of the ship,
B-spline surfaces and NURBS surfaces were supported. Referring
back to Fig. 5 this would allow AVPRO to generate the preliminary
deck profile in a Polyline format, which would subsequently
be used by TRIBON and converted into a NURBS format.
The consistency of the deck profile between the two formats
is managed by the consistency manager as described within
Section 2.1.
If the deck profile were later modified using AVPRO, the
VRShips IDE would track the state of the NURBS representation to
indicate that it was inconsistent with the Polyline representation.
Subsequent use of TRIBON would rectify this inconsistency.
It is worthwhile at this point reflecting on the statement
made by Gielingh [10] concluding that product information
cannot ‘‘be exchanged freely between different applications via a
single standard or a small number of interrelated standards’’. As
mentioned earlier, Gielingh illustrated this graphically to indicate
that the intersection of the scope of the standard with the scopes
of the applications would result with data loss. Since the VRShips
commonmodel was developed from a bottom–up perspective that
considered the scope of each of the tools to be integrated (aswell as
a top–down perspective), whilst not being constrained by a single
or number of interrelated standards, the scope of the data that
could be successfully exchanged now becomes the union of the
intersections of the scope of the integrated tools. This is illustrated
within Fig. 8 which shows the scope of information exchange
between two tools involving a standard as discussed byGielingh on
the left, and the scope of information exchange between a number
of tools integrated within VRShips on the right. The scope of the
VRShips common model was defined on the basis of the required
interactions between the tools and not constrained by the scope of
a standard such as STEP. These required interactions incorporated
fundamental aspects of the geometry as seen within Fig. 8 that
were formatted using data representations that were mutually
agreed by the tool providers.
The scope of the information exchanged between the tools
integrated within the VRShips IDE was influenced by the tools
themselves. However this does not necessarily mean that it is
impossible to integrate new tools into the IDE without having to
modify the structure of the common model and make additions
or modifications to Fig. 6. The common model provides support
for a range of geometrical aspects of the ship, which can be
seen to satisfy the requirements for the design and analysis
tools within Fig. 5. It is therefore expected that either partial
or complete support would be provided for the integration of
new tools into the IDE. The structure of the common model
evolved through three iterations, with this evolution potentially
continuing in the future in response to the availability of new
design and analysis tool capability. The majority of the content
of the common model was however put in place within the first
iteration. For the integration of a new tool into the platform,
considerationwould be given for the scope of the tool’s datamodel
in relation to the scope of the common model to identify the
exchange requirements. If the scopes were aligned, comparisons
would be made with other appropriate integrated tools in order
to reuse conversion algorithms. If the scopes were not aligned,
bulk changes in response to other new tool requirements would
bemade as part of the evolution of the commonmodel. In addition
the development of the common model tended to focus towards
satisfying the data requirements for the through-life design of a
ROPAX vessel. It would be expected that a similar evolutionary
process would be required (involving a top–down and bottom–up
consideration) in order to extend the application to other ship
types.
The aimof the commonmodelwas to support the data structure
represented within Fig. 6 that was neutral to all of the tools to
be integrated into the VRShips IDE, whilst providing the common
data between these tools. Since the formatwas neutral, conversion
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Fig. 6. VRS common model structure.
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Fig. 7. Detail of General Arrangement—Deck element.
Fig. 8. Scope of information exchange using a standard and using VRShips approach.
algorithmswere developed as executable files by the tool providers
which were co-ordinated by the generic wrapper to convert the
neutral format into the tool’s native format. The general procedure
for operation in the case of an input conversion algorithm would
be to parse the XML to extract and read the information within
the file that would be converted. The representation of this parsed
information would then be changed by restructuring it into the
format of the native file, and subsequently writing the native
output to a file ready for the integrated tool to use.
4. Data exchange management
The through-life design of a ROPAX vessel within the VRShips-
ROPAX 2000 project required the use of expertise, and design
and simulation tools distributed within shipyards, consultancies
and academia across Europe. If access to the common model was
not co-ordinated through the IDE, the creation and use of the
data within the common model could potentially become chaotic
with changes not being correctly propagated, and inconsistencies
occurring between data items.
The process controller provides support to manage the
designers and analysts in a co-ordinated fashion to ensure they
were undertaking the correct tasks at the correct time. The
process controller was implemented as a server application
located centrally that manages multiple processes (early design,
initial design, basic design, detail design, production, operations,
reuse, and recycling) containing multiple interconnected tasks
simultaneously. Once a process is created within the process
controller, users associate their design and analysis tools and
expertise with the defined tasks via the user interface which is
available locally to each designer and provides assistance with
respect to co-ordination and management of the design project. A
process enacted within the process controller would subsequently
step through the tasks, communicating with an appropriate user
(from the server to the client) informing them that the task was
ready to be undertaken. Stepping through the process in this
manner, managing concurrency where available, ensured that the
tasks were co-ordinated and chaotic data access avoided.
Tool integration was provided through the generic wrapper
which had two components for configuring and enactment and
is discussed in more detail within Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The
configuration component manages the association of expertise
and tools with a task within the process controller. Configuration
involves defining a series of data management activities to
download the required neutral data from the common model,
transform it into the tool’s native format, execute the integrated
tools, transform the output data into the neutral format, and
upload the neutral data to the common model. During enactment
of the genericwrapper, co-ordination is provided to ensure that the
data is managed appropriately in accordance with the task being
undertaken. This approach had the advantage that any two tools
that had a logical data dependency could be integrated through
the development of only two data converters. A tool integrated
into the IDE would require at most two data converters depending
on whether it takes input from the common model, and generates
output for the common model. Co-ordination of the creation and
use of data within the VRShips IDE was provided since the access
and use of datawas now implicitly associatedwith taskswithin the
process models.
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Whilst the generic wrapper provided a relationship between
the input and output data associated within a tool, which was in
turn mapped to a task within a process model, the relationship
between the task and the data was implicit. The consistency
manager was developed within the VRShips IDE to provide an
explicit representation of the relationships between the data
within a design project, and the consistency status of the data.
The consistency status of the data would provide a clear indication
to the user of the IDE of the status of the data contained within
the common model as well as indicating the outstanding tasks
to be completed. The following sections discuss the use of the
configuration and enactment components of the generic wrapper
for managing the exchange of engineering product data.
4.1. Generic wrapper configuration component
The generic wrapper configuration component is a standalone
application that is responsible for defining all of the elements
required to successfully manage the wrapping of a design or
simulation tool within the VRShips IDE. The only development
requirement when wrapping a tool into the IDE is the creation
of input and output data converters to convert data between the
common model neutral format and the integrated tool’s native
format. There is therefore a dependence on first developing an
agreed definition of the contents of the common model in order
to develop the conversion algorithms and integrate a tool into the
IDE using the generic wrapper.
The configuration component has an interactive interface that
enables the user to select data from the common model to be
used as input to the tool to be integrated. Any element may be
selected from the commonmodel using anXMLquery for example:
the engine room within the general arrangement. Predefined data
converters that operate as standalone executables are selected and
linked with the input data, which when executed will convert
the data from the neutral format to the tool’s native format.
An individual or series of design or simulation tools are then
associated with the native input data. Any data that the tool
produces as output for the commonmodel is configured, converted
and selected for upload using a similar process. Additional data
held within local data models can be linked with the tool as either
input or output. The relationships between the elements used
when integrating a tool can be seen within Fig. 9. The output
from the configuration is produced as a file containing information
relating to the input and output data, the data converters, and the
tool that is used by the generic wrapper enactment component in
order to correctly manage the tool.
The configuration component also provides amapping between
the integrated tool and a task contained within the process
controller allowing the tasks within the process models to be
allocated to appropriate designers and analysts. A list of tasks
defined within the process models of the process controller is
displayed within the configuration component, allowing the user
to map the tool configuration with an appropriate task. Once the
tool integration process is complete, the configuration component
communicates with the process controller with details of the user,
the task and the tool. The process controller stores this information
in order that it may be later used to allocate the task to the user
in the future. The IDE allows multiple users to configure different
tools for the same task. For example two shipyards could integrate
different design tools for a hullform generation task.
The data item elements represent the data that is downloaded
from the common model as inputs, and uploaded to the common
model as outputs. The example illustratedwithin Table 1 and Fig. 9
has inputs I2, I4, I7 and I8 to the design tool EVE, which generates
the outputs O2, O4 and O5. The assumptionwith this configuration
is that EVE performs some transformation of the input, through
Fig. 9. Relationship between generic wrapper configuration elements.
interaction with the designer, into the outputs. When the user
completes a configuration, the generic wrapper communicates
with the consistency manager with details of the transformation.
The consistency manager automatically generates a dependency
relationship which is combined within the data dependency map
to indicate that the output will become inconsistent when the
input changes.
When the IDE is first started, the data dependency map
within the consistency manager is initially empty (no connections
between common model data elements) but is populated as users
configure and integrate tools. Since the tasks within the process
controller follow a logical design sequence, the tool configuration
via the generic wrapper automatically creates a logical data
dependency map within the consistency manager.
4.2. Generic wrapper enactment component
Once a design or simulation tool has been configured, the tool
is available to the user for operation in conjunction with a task
allocated by the process controller. A sequence diagram illustrating
the operations that the enactment component undertakes during
operation is shown within Fig. 10. When a task is allocated to a
user, the enactment procedure starts by selecting the associated
configuration information for the integrated tool from the user
interface. At this stage, the user interface communicates both with
the process controller to inform it that the task has started, as well
as with the consistency manager to determine if any of the input
or output data defined within the configuration is locked by other
users of the IDE. The consistency manager will provide additional
information relating to possible conflicting activity of other users.
The user will therefore be expected to communicate with the
respective users to resolve potential conflicts. If all the input and
output data is unlocked, the generic wrapper will communicate
with the consistency manager to lock the required data.
Once the data is locked, the generic wrapper transfers the input
data from the common model to the user’s local computer, and
executes the conversion algorithms, transforming each data item
from the neutral format, into the tool’s native format. With the
data conversion complete, the design or simulation tool will be
executed, with the data loaded automatically if supported by the
tool, and the tool’s interface displayed to the user.
When the designer closes the design or simulation tool, the
user interface provides a prompt to the user to determine whether
the task associated with the tool has been completed. If the
designer indicates that the task is not complete, the associated
configuration state will be changed to indicate that the data will
not be downloaded from the common model when the task is
restarted. This is required for tasks that take a number of days to
completewith the user stopping the tool at the endof eachworking
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Fig. 10. Generic wrapper enactment sequence diagram.
day. If the user has chosen not to finish the task, the process of
downloading and converting data from the commonmodel will be
by-passed the next time that the user chooses the task from the
user interface, and will instead use the data stored locally from
previous operation.
If the user indicates that the task has been completed, the native
output data identified within the configuration will be converted
from the tool’s native format into the neutral format and uploaded
to the common model. The generic wrapper then communicates
with the consistencymanager to unlock the input and output data.
Once this sequence has been completed, the consistency
manager uses the data dependency map to determine the effect
of the changes to the output data and changes that status of
the dependent data to inconsistent. The user may choose not
to propagate any changes if for example the user considers the
changes to be insignificant. If the changes are propagated by the
user, the consistency manager tracks the data that has been made
inconsistent as well as who made the changes. The consistency
manager then communicates with the process controller notifying
it that design activity is required in order to make the data
consistent.
Initially the assumption was that if a designer had made a
change, the dependent data would be made inconsistent as a
result of the change irrespective of the significance of the change
being made. Ideally the determination of the significance of the
change should be done automatically, however the practicalities
of developing a generic technique that possessed the intelligence
to determine whether a change was significant to any type of
data in any format was prohibitive. A compromise was chosen
and implemented that prompted the designer to determine the
significance of the changes to any output data that would be used
to manage the consistency of dependent data. This technique is
not without its problems since it assumes that the designer that
has made the change has the expertise to judge its significance
with respect to any downstream design or analysis activity.
Where this activity may for example be a complex hydrodynamic
analysis, it is unlikely that the designer would have the expertise
to accurately judge this significance across the full range of
different scenarios, hence future development could for example
incorporate a negotiation of significance between the instigator of
the change, and the designers or analysts impacted by the change.
5. Demonstration of data management approach
Three different scenarios were developed that varied with
respect to the tools being integrated (and subsequently the
location and expertise associated with tool use), the processes and
tasks being included and the generation of datawithin the common
model. The objective of the scenarios was to allow the potential
of the VRShips IDE to be demonstrated with respect to design,
production planning and operation.
The scenarios were enacted using designers and analysts
distributed across Europe inDenmark, France, Greece, Sweden, and
the UK. These users logged onto the IDE and co-ordinated their
activities to demonstrate the design of a vessel. These activities
developed a hullform concept; through to the detail design of the
hull including hull-fairing; generation of the general arrangement
of the decks within the hull using the hullform profiles at various
sections; and, finally generating a simulation of the performance
of the vessel with respect to the evacuation of 2000 passengers.
The focus of these demonstration scenarios was not on the actual
design, but on the operation of the VRShips IDE in supporting the
design activity.
The VRShips IDE was configured with the common model
initially empty. The users configured their design and simulation
tools, linking them with the tasks within the process models, and
building the dependencymapwithin the consistencymanager. The
early design processwas then startedwithin the process controller
which allocated the first task to a designer located in France.
The designer was responsible for creating the data relating to the
hullform, decks and bulkheads and uploading this information to
the commonmodel. The output of the first task can be seen within
Fig. 11.
Once the hullform, decks and bulkheads had been uploaded
to the common model, the associated task was completed by the
designer, and the process controller stepped through the following
tasks, allocating them to appropriate designers or analysts. The
common model was populated with data as the tasks within the
process models were completed, progressing from early design
through to operations. Fig. 12 illustrates the final output from a
finite element analysis of the ROPAX vessel showing the stresses
due to hogging and sagging from the loading from certain sea
conditions.
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Fig. 11. Output from step 1 of the early design process.
The loosely-coupled approach chosen for the integration of
the tools within the platform had a number of strengths and
weaknesses. It was known from the start of the project that
access to the source code of the tools to be integrated would
be limited. This in turn meant that the use of techniques that
required the use of an IDL such as CORBA would limit the number
of tools that could be integrated. A tightly coupled approachwould
require the implementation of data representation conversion
through consideration and access to the internal model or kernel
of the integrated tools. The integration of a tool using such an
approach requires the development of code that corresponds
to the interface to the objects held within the tool’s kernel,
and is difficult to implement without a sound appreciation
of the tool’s internal representation. The philosophy for tool
integration within VRShips was one of minimising the additional
development required whilst maximising the set of tools to
be integrated. The loosely-coupled approach managed data
representation conversion through consideration of the file-based
output of the tools, not the object-based internal model of the
tools. Development effort was required to integrate tools into the
platform, however this approach had the benefits that a detailed
understanding of the tool’s internal data model was not required;
the conversion algorithms could be developed in isolation of the
tools to be integrated requiring only an understanding of the
tools’ native data models; and many of the conversion techniques
could be reused with reduced effort. Despite this development
effort, the VRShips IDE allowed new design and analysis tools to
be integrated with relative ease, guided by the support provided
by the generic wrapper. Feedback from the partners integrating
tools suggested that the development of the converters had been
simplified through the choice of these technologies as opposed to
the use of an IDL.
The structure and scope of the neutral data contained within
the common model was developed by considering the activity
associated with the through-life design of the ROPAX vessel as
well as considering the design and analysis tools to be integrated.
XML was chosen as an appropriate technology for the storage
and communication of the ship product data due primarily to the
support that it had within the IT industry. Whilst this support
meant that the development of the data communication and
conversion aspects of the IDE were simplified, shortcomings were
apparent with respect to the computational requirements of the
database for the insertion and modification of data within the
common model. When XML data elements in excess of 2 Mb were
inserted into the common model the physical memory assigned
to the database would quickly become exhausted with repeated
insertions resulting in failure. This problem was perceived to be
related to the way that the database software (dbXML) internally
represented and managed the XML, and would have been more
suited to many smaller XML documents. The data held within
the common model was stored internally to the database within
a single XML document, corresponding to a conventional XML
file and representing the structure illustrated within Fig. 6. The
problem relating to the insertion of large XML data elements
Fig. 12. Output from step 27 of the operations process.
into the common model may have been alleviated either by
decomposing the commonmodel into smaller separate documents
that correspond to ShipProperties, Units, GeneralParticulars etc., or
replacing the database with one that is more suited to managing
larger XML documents. This second option should be facilitated
through the conformance of the database with the XML:DB
interface. Further investigation would therefore be required to
consider the database performance implications of these options.
With the design and analysis activity being distributed across
Europe, it is necessary for the IDE to co-ordinate access to the
data to make sure the user gets the right data in the right
form at the right time to do the right task. This support was
provided by the process controller, consistency manager, generic
wrapper and the database that contained the common model.
These IDE elements successfully demonstrated that the activities
of the designers and analysts could be automatically co-ordinated
for the through-life design of the ROPAX vessel. The process
controller ensured that the through-life design processes were
correctly followed, the consistency manager ensured that design
changes were correctly propagated, the generic wrapper ensured
that the designers and analysts received their data in the correct
form, and the database provided a central store of consistent ship
product data. The platform did not however provide support for
themanagement of multiple versions of the ship product data, and
further development of all of the IDE elements would be required
to provide this support.
The VRShips engineering product data management approach
has demonstrated that it is possible to develop and agree on a
neutral format for ship product data that supports the exchange
of data between heterogeneous design and analysis tools. It is
worthwhile noting that the approach for managing the exchange
of engineering product data was not the sole challenge of the
VRShips project and represented only one of nine work-packages
of the VRShips-ROPAX 2000 project. As such the common model
would benefit from additional effort for refinement to extend
support to a greater proportion of the ship design and analysis
tools currently available, as well as ensuring through-life support
for a greater proportion of different ship types. The current version
of the common model provides a good basis for future evolution
and is certainly at a level of detail that would support use on a
wider basis. Whilst the structure of the common model is clearly
only relevant to the shipbuilding industry, it is believed that the
philosophy for the creation of the commonmodel could equally be
applied to other analogous industries.
6. Conclusion
One of the main challenges to be overcome within the
development of the VRShips IDEwas in the co-ordinated exchange
of engineering product data. This was achieved through the
development of technologies to manage that engineering design
process: represented by the process controller and consistency
manager of the IDE; as well as technologies to manage the
engineering product data: represented by the common model and
generic wrapper of the IDE. The greatest challenge was in the
specific detail of the conceptual, physical and data management
levels of product data management. A dual top–down and
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bottom–up approach was used to address the conceptual level
by simultaneously considering the data requirements to support
the through-life design of a ROPAX vessel as well as the data
requirements of the design and simulation tools to be integrated.
The physical level of data management was achieved through
the use of data conversion algorithms to convert from common
model neutral formats to tool native formats, the generic wrapper
to integrate tools into the IDE, and the process controller to
co-ordinate access to the data. The data management level for
the propagation of engineering change was achieved through
the automated creation of data dependency networks within
the consistency manager that mirrored the content of the data
within the common model. Addressing these challenges within
an industry that is distributed as well as potentially fragmented
and adversarial was considered by some of the partners as being
unachievable. This was undoubtedly confounded by the range of
different types of data to be considered, the different formats
in which this data could be held, and the large range of legacy
and commercial tools that would be generating this data. Despite
these challenges, the VRShips IDE proved that the architecture was
conceptually sound, and was used to demonstrate the through-life
design of a ROPAX vessel, from early design through to operations,
considering a number of different scenarios, whilst conducting this
design activity in a distributed manner between Denmark, France,
Greece, Sweden and theUK. The choice of technologies such as Java
and XML contributed to the success of the demonstrations.
One of the tests for the VRShips IDE was to demonstrate that
the use of the IDE to co-ordinate the through-life design of the
ROPAX would lead to improvements in the design as opposed to a
conventional approach. From a creativity viewpoint, the essential
difference between the conventional approach and the integrated
approach arises as a result of the availability of new types of
information. Since the integrated approach allowed the inclusion
of previously disparate tools that may not have been included
within the design process, the output from these toolsmay be used
to influence the design. In certain circumstances this additional
information can constrain the solution space by providing a more
comprehensive understanding of the viability of the design. In
doing so however it directs the designer towards the solution
in a more informed manner. The IDE therefore manages the
complexity of the design process integrating simulation wherever
it is appropriate, as well as the complexity of the data to enable
it to be efficiently transferred between tools, such that the output
may be presented to the designer at the right point to inform their
decision-making.
Despite the success of demonstrations, the use of the IDE raised
a number of shortcomings with respect to the approach adopted
for managing the exchange of engineering product data, which
were specifically related to the structure of the commonmodel and
the chosen database. In particular it was identified that some of
the tasks associated with repeatedly updating the superstructure
of the ship would require inserting XML data elements in excess
of 2 Mb into the common model. This problem could be rectified
either through the appropriate separation of the common model
structure into individual documents, or the use of an alternative
XML database.
Gielingh [10] suggested: ‘‘it will be virtually impossible to
propose a single integrated information model that meets all
industrial criteria’’. Despite the success achieved within VRShips
it is unlikely that the information model developed would meet
all of the criteria of the shipbuilding industry: it was successfully
demonstrated using a small number of different types of passenger
vessels, but would likely face difficulties when applied to other
types of vessels such as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) carriers or
bulk carriers. The VRShips project suggests that ‘‘a more pragmatic
bottom–up approach’’ for the creation of a single integratedmodel
as proposed by Gielingh is viable, and in addition, the solution
should certainly be dynamic. The approach presented highlights
the relevance of further investigations to draw comparisons with
alternative tools and techniques such as STEP. However the aim
was in the presentation of the approach, and not the comparison
with other techniques.
The developed approach for managing the exchange of engi-
neering product data could be implemented by other industries.
In addition, since the approach was developed through consider-
ing the requirements of industry, it is believed that the approach
is well-aligned with industrial practice and would allow efficient
implementation to other engineering domains.
The success of the VRShips IDE has formed the basis for the
creation of a Virtual Integration Platform (VIP), representing an
evolution of the ideas presented here, which was applied to the
integration of Computational Fluid Dynamics tools into the design
process of the FP6VIRTUEproject, and risk-based designwithin the
FP6 SAFEDOR project. The VIP develops the approach to managing
the exchange of engineering product data through the inclusion
of version and variant management as well as distributed data
management, allowing the data to be shared across multiple
geographically dispersed locations.
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